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Bilingual Edition English-German â€œAm I small?â€• - Tamia is not sure and keeps asking various

animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she finds the surprising answer... "Bin ich klein?"

- Tamia ist sich nicht sicher und zieht fragend und staunend durch eine kunterbunte Wunderwelt.

Sie begegnet Regenbogensammlern und HerzchenfÃ¤ngern und entdeckt schlieÃŸlich die

Ã¼berraschende Antwort... Reviews "immensely enjoyable"â€”ForeWord Clarion Reviews "for

children who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical creatures and whimsical details [...] told in

simple and engaging words and imaginative pictures.â€•â€”Kirkus Reviews "a fantastic book that has

enchanted me"â€” Customer Review "We are in love with this book! [...] As an artist, I love love

LOVE the art in this book, I think its not only beautiful, but perfect for children. My son spent a lot of

time just studying every colorful page. We read it twice in the first sitting because he was so happy!

He's not yet 1, so getting him to sit still for story time is tough, and this book was such a hit he sat

through it with nothing but a big smile and lots of pointing to the stuff he liked on the pages. I highly

recommend this book :) Get it get it get it!""â€” Customer Review "Written in a very simple way but

with a profound message for both adults and kids."â€” Customer Review "I LOVED it. Lots of

repetition to help 'lil ones get used to structure and words! Many different words being used to help

them improve their vocabulary (or pick the best word!). Most importantly, it sends a good message

about how being unique and different is good. I STRONGLY suggest you check this book

out!"â€”ESLCarissa.blogspot.com "readers will emerge from this book feeling slightly more confident

about themselvesâ€”whatever their size."â€”ForeWord Clarion Reviews Tags: Bilingual Children's

Books, Bilingual Books, Emergent Bilingual, Bilingual Education, Foreign Language Learning, ESL,

English as a Second Language, ESL for Children, ESL for Kids, ESL Teaching Materials, EFL,
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Adorable ! I'm a middle aged man learning a new language and believe reading books in the

language I'm trying to learn is key to accomplishing my goals of fluency! I'll start with elementary

books and advance from there. This book is fun with enjoyable illustration! Memorizing words is not

enough... Putting words in context tends to help you remember naturally and this book

accomplished that ! I highly recommend this book and my strategy.

My 5yo is now learning to speak German. However she is an avid reader and started reading a few

German words. This book is cute, it immediately reinforces through repetition. I'm looking forward to

hearing this being read to her in German and eventually to having her read it herself in both

languages.A really great idea.

As a teacher I appreciate the repetition, but most importantly I LOVE the plot! It teaches that

everyone is perfect in their own way.The illustrations are adorable and the English grammar is spot

on for little ones.I do not speak German (I can read some of it because I know a little Dutch), so

while it seems the German is appropriate I could be wrong.

Cute story outlining how size is relative. It's also bilingual. I think this would be great for kids

learning German or learning English. I bought this for myself, simple story in German. But read it to

my kids in English. I did a little German just to make my son giggle. It's so foreign for him - lol.

Got a number of children's books that had English and another language in them for our child and

have to say this is our favorite - it's wonderfully illustrated and very clearly written in English/German

with simple phrasing -- some of the other books were poorly illustrated or the language was too

complex or the entire thing was in another language with no English compliment.Great book, if you

want to introduce your young children to German, its an easy recommendation.



I really really enjoyed this book. I read it several times because it brought back wonderful memories

of first learning a different language, It is the kind of book you want to share with others.The

illustrations are fun, playful. Kids will love them.Next time I will read it on a larger ereader so I can

see the illustrations better

Wonderful colors, images, and well written. Sadly I didn't read all of the information well enough so

you can imagine my surprise when I thought I was ordering a hardcover book but instead received a

paper book. That said, the paper used is of much higher quality. Therefore it is certainly harder to

rip- a common problem when you give my toddler a book. Overall, I am very satisfied with this book

and happy to share a bit of our German history with my son, beginning our journey in teaching him

to be bilingual.

Especially for children who are in the process of learning German or children who have an interest

in languages. My grandkids LOVED being able to impress others with the few German words they

had learned in the book.
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